
SIGNATURE TALKS

Marriage Moments: Do you wonder if your spouse is trying to push every one of
your buttons? During this training, you will learn your primary personality style and
your spouse's primary personality style. You will leave with practical tips for
effectively communicating on good...and challenging days.
 

Moving with Kids: Unpacking Your Kid's Personality: Are you moving with kids?
Have you noticed their behavior change? During this workshop, you will learn your
child's primary personality style and how personality styles impact behavior -
especially under stress. You will leave with practical tips on how to help them
process the move to a new neighborhood or school based on their personality style.
 

Parenting with Personality: Do you wonder why one child obeys all the rules while
another pushes the limits? Why one child speaks his mind while another barely
shares her feelings? During this training, you will learn your primary personality style
and your child's personality style. You will walk away with tips for parenting based
on the mix of your personality and your child's.
 

Stay In Your Lane: Some days do you feel like your life is a complete traffic pile-up?
Do you wonder if this is all there is to life? During this interactive workshop, you will
identify your skills, values, and purpose, gain a new perspective so that you say
"YES!" to the best opportunities to serve your family and others, and leave with
practical tips to successfully stay in your lane to live out your purpose.

Jennifer McCann is an expert driver of her lane in life...even with all the pot holes
and detours along life's journey! Her passion is to walk through life's transitions
with people so they can live out their purpose and become experts of their own
lane. The "vehicles" which allow her to do this daily are being a homeschooling
mom, speaker, published author, Human Behavior/Certified DISC Consultant, and
a licensed Realtor® in Northern Virginia. She has a Bachelors of Science Degree in
Interdisciplinary Studies from Liberty University with concentrations in business
and psychology. She enjoys hanging out with her husband of 20 years and playing
board games with their three kids. In all of her "free time", she absorbs as many
books as she can and sneaks in a nap whenever possible.

SERVICES

Jennifer can tailor her signature talks into a seminar or hands-on workshop to meet the needs of
your group or can provide private consultation with an individual, couple or family.
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WALK ING WITH  PEOPLE  THROUGH L I FE 'S  TRANS IT IONS 

SO THEY CAN WALK  IN  THE IR  PURPOSE

Jennifer McCann

Your exploration of our
personalities and how we can
better parent in our God-given
strengths sparked quality
conversations among our
group. ~ Leslie, MOPS Leader

TESTIMONIALS

Jennifer's presentation on
DISC was very informative and
easy to understand. Better
understanding my daughter's
personality provided insights I
could use immediately!
~ Denise, Workshop Attendee

Super insightful and helpful!
Definitely offers a lot of insight
into why my kids act like they do
and why I respond like I do. 
~ Shannon, Workshop Attendee

I especially loved the parenting
hacks! ~ Mary, Workshop Attendee
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